
Your Romantic Wedding
Gradara Medieval Castle

Emilia Romagna & Marche Region – Italy
The history of “Paolo and Francesca” and their great love will be the background of your romantic wedding,

 in the medieval  fortress of Gradara (and celebrated by the poetry of Dante Alighieri).

The civil ceremony can be celebrated in different historical places with suggestive charm :
from the classical hall of the City Council,  to Villa Conventino or Palazzo Rubies-Vesin. 

For the wedding banquet you can choose the impressive Square inside the castle 
(for big groups, using elegant fittings) or the picturesque historic restaurant next to the castle.
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Wedding Day:
- Wedding planner for coordination during all the wedding day

- Accommodation hotel 3***/4****/5***** and historical houses
- location  - catering  - Decorative fittings  - music  - photo  - Bridal hairstyle and make-up

- Transport (luxury car, van, vintage cars, coaches, buses GT etc …)  - Medical and luggage insurance base
- Interpreter for ceremony  - Guide and interpreter for the duration of your stay

For your Wedding Holiday:
We can suggest you some trips and experiences .. for a very unforgettable Wedding travel :

Sassocorvaro
Medieval town with a timeless atmosphere! You can visit the beautiful Rocca Ubaldinesca. In 
the romantic landscape of the village, you'll find the “Church of the Trinity” where there are 
the relics of the martyr  St. Valentine, the saint  patron of lovers.

Rimini
Important and ancient city of Art. You'll find the most important monuments from Roman Age 
to Middle Age and Renaissance. The city was also the scene of the suggestive love story 
between Sigismondo Malatesta and Isotta degli Atti

A present for you ..
In the beautiful historic centre of Rimini or the fabulous Viale Ceccarini in Riccione, you'll find 
the most important boutiques (Armani, Ferretti, Dolce & Gabbana, Iceberg ..) for your elegant 
shopping. The best brands of the Made in Italy, impossible to resist!

Wellness & Spa 
There is nothing better than a beautiful day at the SPA, an oasis  of warm water and parfums 
where you can relax  body and mind (heated swimming pool, sauna, Turkish bath etc ...) 
or in (summer time) you can lie down on the beach and be kissed by the sun !
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